STRATEGIC ADOPTION PLANNING

Develop and document your road to continuous improvement within Workday.
With the pace at which innovation changes, understanding your
organization’s goals and prioritizing them can be a nightmare. When
will new functionality arrive and how does it fit into your timeline and
resources? What happens if you need to re-prioritize? What is the shortest
path to delivering greater value to your organization? By partnering with
Collaborative Solutions’ Strategy team, this process can be streamlined
and tracked within Workday.

HOW DO YOU DESIGN A ROADMAP THAT IS TRULY USEFUL AND CONTINUOUSLY RELEVANT?

Collaborative Solutions’ Strategic Adoption Planning offerings combine our consulting services with Workday’s Adoption
Planning functionality. We meet you where you are – whether you need to align your organizational initiatives to your
technology strategy or simply need to make sense of how to tackle your Workday backlog.
Using our deep experience across implementations, release and enhancement management, and organizational
transformation, our team helps organize your priorities and options, planning a road forward that continues to position
Workday as a key element of your organizational success.
Depending on your focus, our support can include:
Alignment of broad
organizational initiatives

Deep tactical reviews of your
Workday plan

Development of goals and success
measures to establish prioritization

Plan functional dependencies
of your Workday “to do” list

Once your plan is established, we will deploy Workday’s Adoption Planning dashboard in your tenant to record and
maintain your plan for easy review and management. Your organization will also stay on track through regular reviews
with our team, to ensure a relevant and up-to-date roadmap.
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BEFORE: SINGLE ADOPTION ROADMAP DELIVERABLE

Is your roadmap obsolete the day after you finalize it? Or sitting forgotten about on a hard drive somewhere?

AFTER: EXPANDED ADOPTION ROADMAP DELIVERABLE

With Workday Adoption Planning, your plan stays top of mind, increasing awareness
and effective decision-making in your organization.

THE COLLABORATIVE DIFFERENCE
With Collaborative Solutions’ Strategic Adoption Planning, you can make business decisions faster by getting a
comprehensive view of competing priorities in real time. You will be able to understand your resources and capacity,
and leverage the Workday framework to provide actionable insights to your team.

Collaborative Solutions, a Cognizant Company, is a leading global finance and HR transformation consultancy
that leverages world-class cloud solutions to help deliver successful customer outcomes for For tune 100
companies, medium-sized businesses, education, healthcare, and government institutions. As the longesttenured Workday Services Par tner and customer, their full lifecycle services—complete with an in-house
Change Management practice and proven proprietary tools—have helped more than 800 customers across 125
countries transform their businesses.
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